
From the President 
 

I’ll keep this brief as we’re butting up against the JUG 
deadline… 

 

We’re in the thick of the contest season and NCCC has 
had one heck of a January – I don’t want to steal Dean 
N6DE’s thunder so be sure to see the VP/CC piece this 
month.  What a great team effort by so many members! 

 

I’d especially like to thank all of those members from 
REDXA and MLDXCC that contributed their scores to 
NCCC!  It’s great to have your support and we are contin-
ually looking for ways to embrace ALL NCCC members in 
our activities.  Planning is already underway for another 
tri-club meeting between MLDXCC / NCCC / REDXA – 
watch for upcoming details. 

 

The February NCCC meeting will see (hopefully!) the be-
ginning of regular webcasting of NCCC meetings.  Thanks 
to K9YC for the audio guidance, N6DE for procurement 
and K2RD/K6TD for figuring out back up Internet access 
for those venues with poor (or no) WIFI coverage.  The 
goal is to provide a way for those members who can’t 
make the meeting in person to attend electronically – 
whether local or remote! 

 

Don’t miss the February meeting as this will be the 
presentation of the survey results – some of the feed-
back we received has already started action such as look-
ing for ways to expand the content (with quality!) of the 
JUG.   I like to thank all of those who have contributed to 
this issue and  are lining up to help with future issues. 

 

Guests are always welcome at the NCCC!  
Please join us. 

Monday, February 11, 2013 

 
This meeting will be broadcast live via Webex.  

Details on the Webinars Page at nccc.cc 
 
Program 
"2012 Membership Survey Results" 
"CQP 2012 Results Update" 
"Preparing For CQWW WPX SSB Next Month"  

 

Time:  
6:00pm Schmooz; 6:30pm dinner,  
7:00pm program  

 

This will our first meeting at the excellent Sneha In-
dian Restaurant, which is a buffet-style restaurant, 
similar to Harry's Hofbrau.  You will be responsible 
for paying for your own bill either via cash or credit 
card. 
 
Daily Dinner Buffet 
Buffet Price $12.95 + 9.25%CA Sales Tax = 
$14.15Drinks are not part of the buffet. With tea, 
coffee, or a soft drink + final tip, plan on a total price 
of $20.00. 
 
Location:  
Sneha Indian Restaurant, 1214 Apollo Way 404 B, 
Sunnyvale, CA;  
 
Phone :  (408) 481-0700 
 
Directions:  
http://www.grandindianbuffet.com/2722.html  
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 NCCC Membership Information 

If you wish to join NCCC, you must  fill out an application for membership, which will be 
read and voted upon at the next monthly meeting. (PDF application form) 

To join, you must reside within club territory which is defined as the maximum of: 

 Northern California, anything north of the Tehachapi's up to the Oregon border, and 

 A part of north-western Nevada (anything within our ARRL 175-mile radius circle cen-
tered at 10 miles North of Auburn on Highway 49). 

 

Thursday Night Contesting: 
NCCC—Sprint   Ken Keeler  N6RO   kenkeeler@jazznut.com 
NS Ladder  Bill Haddon  N6ZFO  haddon.bill@gmail.com 
Slow NS (SNS)  Chris Tate  N6WM  ctate@ewnetinc.com 

NCCC Net 

Thursday 8 PM 

Freq: 3.610 +/- 

NCCC  

Monthly meetings 

take place on  the 

second Monday of 

each month ! 

 

Details here  

http://nccc.cc/application.html
http://nccc.cc/pdf/application-n3zz.pdf
http://nccc.cc/images/nccc_territory_6_oct_2005.PNG
http://nccc.cc/meetings.html
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Finally, I’m delighted that this issue of the JUG publishes the results for CQP 2012!  These will also be pub-
lished on the CQP web site as soon as yours truly writes the summary article to go with them.  In the mean-
time, check out the results later in this issue and also read the article on the efforts we made this year to get 
the results out in a timely manner. 

 

KB and look forward to working you in the NCCC club focus contests! 

Stu K6TU 

 

VP/CC Report 

Dean Wood, N6DE 

 

The month of January was huge for NCCC! 
 
ARRL RTTY Roundup: we had over 70 participants inside the NCCC circle, and over 4.1M claimed points for 
the club competition.  It looks like we will break our own club competition record in this contest.  The next 
closest club is PVRC, but it doesn’t appear they will catch us.  Thanks to Stu K6TU for leading the RTTY 
Roundup effort. 
 
NAQP CW: NCCC had over 80 members active in this contest, and we fielded 9 teams.  Team NCCC #1 ap-
pears to have won the NCJ team competition.  Thanks to Fred K6DGW for organizing the teams. 
 
NAQP SSB: We’re still tabulating the numbers, but it looks like we had about 80 members active in this one 
as well.  We submitted 11 teams.  Team NCCC #1 also appears to have won the team competition for this 
contest.  Thanks to Fred K6DGW for organizing the teams. 
 
NAQP club challenge between NCCC, SMC, and PVRC: we are off to a great start and lead so far after NAQP 
CW, with SMC putting in a very nice score in second place. 
 
If the claimed scores hold, we will have won 3 contests in January!  NCCC also won the team competition for 
the NAQP CW contest last August and the CW Sprint contest last September. 
 
Thanks and congratulations to all NCCC members who participated in these contests! 
 
February Contests 
 
NCJ CW Sprint – February 2, 4PM-8PM PST 
http://www.ncjweb.com/sprintrules.pdf 
 
CQ WPX RTTY – February 8 4PM PST – February 10 4PM PST 
http://www.cqwpxrtty.com/WPX_RTTY_Rules_2013.pdf 
 

ARRL DX CW – February 15 4PM PST – February 17 4PM PST 

http://www.arrl.org/arrl-dx 

 

NAQP RTTY – February 23, 10AM-10PM PST 

http://www.ncjweb.com/naqprules.pdf 

http://www.ncjweb.com/sprintrules.pdf
http://www.cqwpxrtty.com/WPX_RTTY_Rules_2013.pdf
http://www.arrl.org/arrl-dx
http://www.ncjweb.com/naqprules.pdf
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Streamlining CQP 
(a.k.a.  Getting the results DONE) 

 

Stu Phillips – K6TU 

 

The California QSO Party is the largest state QSO party and now receives as many logs as some of the major ARRL con-
tests.  Although submitted logs were down this year (869 logs versus 985 in 2011) the average log size increased and 
activity was up! 

 

Last year we found ourselves behind the power curve getting the results scored and compiled.  Our post contest re-
view showed we had lots of problems from log capture, log scrubbing, scoring… in short the whole end to end process 
was held together with chewing gum, bailing wire and too much human effort. 

 

By August last year we realized we had a second and far more worrisome challenge – many of the stalwarts that had 
held the chewing gum and wire together were out of bandwidth due to personal and work commitments.  Things were 
looking ugly. 

 

A core team of Alan K6SRZ (CQP Chair), Alan AD6E, John K6MM, Dean N6DE, Kevin K6TD and Stu K6TU was quickly 
formed and a timeline drawn up.  We broke down each stage of the contest and laid down milestones that needed to 
be completed.  For each milestone we recruited an owner and set a weekly conference call to track progress. 

 

Our 2011 problems had begun right after the contest was over.  Despite publishing a web form as the mechanism for 
log submission, some 40% of logs had still been emailed to the contest robot.  Except there WAS NO ROBOT!  Dean 
N6DE, who had personally reviewed each and every log he received for correct format or conversion, had staffed the 
CQP log email account.  Not only was this a herculean task but Dean was swamped at work and literally was out of 
bandwidth. 

 

But Contest log submission is a standard, right?  Cabrillo is the standard and everyone sends in Cabrillo logs, right?  
That would be 2 x NO!   Logs arrive mostly in Cabrillo.  Cabrillo generated by 80+ logging programs some of which in-
terpret the Cabrillo specification in unique (and wrong!) ways for CQP.  We also get about 10% of logs in every format 
you can think of…  ADIF, Excel spreadsheets and my personal all-time-favorite – a PDF of a Cabrillo log print out. 

 
 

 

But the problem hadn’t stopped there…  data in the Cabrillo files wasn’t always valid for CQP (or the Cabrillo spec for 
that matter).  Here are some of the novelties we encounter every year: 

A mode of SSB/USB/LSB (Cabrillo spec says PH or CW) 

Country name instead of DX 

A sent QTH of “SANTA CLARA” or “CA” – not CQP valid exchanges 

 

It goes on and on…  Last year, a lot of this invalid data made it into the log checking process and caused endless runs of 
GREEN (the CQP log scoring program) and manual edits of literally hundreds of logs.  This in turn has led to some logs 
being missed in the scoring and results compilation process which then needed multiple iterations of the final score 
table. 
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After much discussion with K6TD and AD6E, both past CQP-chairs themselves and with a wealth of war wounds from 
this process, we agreed we needed a new log collection process and a way to keep the data clean from the start.  A 
database was the obvious choice but time was getting tight…  To be confident that we had a workable solution, we 
needed to have something up, running and tested by the middle of September. 

 

At the beginning of August, Stu K6TU laid down a proposal to implement a new contest robot that would feed a data-
base.  John K6MM put together a new web form on the CQP web site that fed all submitted logs plus those sent to the 
CQP LOG alias into a master email account with a backup archive in a separate account. 

 

Stu started coding and reached out for help.  Steve W1SRD and Tom NS6T both stepped forward – Steve designed the 
master schema for the database and Tom started work on the report generation driven from the database. 

 

Stu implemented a new robot that was driven from a GMAIL account.  We had had challenges in the past with email 
robots because there are so many different ways of specifying attachments.  Fortunately Google had spent a lot of re-
sources to get this right and provided a standard protocol (IMAP) to access email accounts programmatically.   

 

Using Amazon Web Services, Stu spun up robot.cqp.org which hosted the newly crafted email robot and the MYSQL 
database that would hold all the incoming logs.  We knew that there would still be logs in non-Cabrillo formats so once 
again George K6GT stepped up to handle all process of Cabrilllofication. 

 

The new robot provided a lot of upfront log validation – where possible, logs that were valid Cabrillo were automati-
cally loaded into the database and an acknowledgement email sent.  Non-standard logs were divided into different 
issues such as invalid Cabrillo, a non-Cabrillo format etc.  These also generated a response and were flagged for human 
attention. 

 

W1SRD had designed a database schema that would help clean up many of the systemic problems that we knew 
would occur.  The process of cleaning up the logs occurred in parallel with the log submission process through a num-
ber of additional utilities written by Stu.  The database also enabled rapid correction of any problems that crept 
through – fortunately there weren’t many of these! 

 

Because of Hurricane Sandy, we extended the log submission deadline by two weeks – there were a number of East 
Coast stations that couldn’t retrieve their logs due to the ongoing power outages.  This took us to the middle of No-
vember. 

 

 

By the beginning of December, Stu had scrubbed all the logs and ran them through the GREEN scoring engine.  We 
scheduled a training session for the 15 log checkers: 

 

K6SRZ  K6TU  W4UAT  AD6E  W6OAT 

NI6T  KM6I  N6NUL  KE1B  K6DGW 

W1RH  N6DE  N6GY  K6OK  K6XX 

 

Dean N6DE did a webcast for the training and John K6MM arranged to record the session for reference by the log 
checkers as needed. 
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Thanks to all the log checkers, the log checking was completed before Christmas!  We were almost two months ahead 
of the 2011 process. 

 

Stu collected back all the logs and began the process of scoring the checked logs (again with GREEN), loading all the 
scores into the database and chasing down a handful or two of wayward logs that had gone AWOL in the log checking 
process. 

 

By the beginning of January, Stu passed the baton to Tom NS6T to generate the PDFs of all the log reports.  In the past, 
the work to generate the score report had involved a large Excel spreadsheet and a lot of manual manipulation – a 
process which itself had usually taken 4-6 weeks. 

 

Within a week Tom had the draft reports generated!  These were circulated to the same CQP core team listed above 
and the eagle eyes of Dean and Kevin applied to the results themselves. 

 

The results were done before the end of January allowing Alan K6SRZ to start ordering plaques and printing wine 
bottle labels for the winners.  The results for CQP 2012 were a wrap and you can find them later in this issue of the 
JUG. 

 

BUT… it doesn’t stop there.  This year we are continuing the re-tooling process.  Tom NS6T, Matt WX5S and Stu K6TU 
are working on further improvements to the process with the goal of having the results finished by the end of Novem-
ber.  No, this isn’t a typo…  our goal is to get the results published 30 days after the log submission deadline.  We don’t 
know if we can do this – and we may not be able to reach the goal in 2013 but it’s the objective. 

 

No write up of CQP would be complete without acknowledging the work of Bob N6TV in stumping for the county acti-
vation plan, Matt WX5S for writing GREEN and his encyclopedic knowledge of the process & issues, or John K6MM for 
his PR work and web mastery of the CQP site. 

 

Thanks to all and onward for CQP 2013! 

 

 

 

Stu K6TU 
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My Townhome Shack 

by Byron N6NUL 
 
 
Well Grounded 
In ham radio there are many things that cause confusion, but is anything more confusing than the concept of 
"ground"?  It is such an overloaded term, the confusion was inevitable. 

Lightning ground. Earth ground. Fault protection ground.  Signal 
reference ground. Radio Frequency return.  All different.  Yet all 
connected at one point or another. This is a constant source of 
confusion to me: at the human scale, electronics turn into 
more ... gradients of potential, I suppose. 
 
But, in all of the material I have read, a well-grounded shack is 
ringed by ground rods bonded together, no closer than one 
ground rod length apart and outside the drip line of the building. 
If a tower is present, that also has a ring of ground rods that are 
connected to the shack ground as well. Not that a tower is a  
luxury I have. 
 

Here at my townhome shack, this came up a couple of years ago when I decided to move my shack from the second 
story of my townhome to a cubbyhole in the garage [image 1]. This was the begin-
ning of my journey to try and implement the features of a big station in miniature, 
and the first step was a custom antenna entry panel [image 2], with lots of room 
for expansion, and proper earth grounding. 
 
My complex is about an acre in size, the vast majority covered in reinforced con-
crete, so a ring of ground rods was out from the start.  But, our house grounds are 
lengths of rebar bent up from the concrete and connected to the service entry 
panel (an UFER ground). Reasoning that if I added a rod near my new shack loca-
tion, and additional rods to go around the corner and connect to the service pan-
el, I would effectively circle my shack.  
 

 
It would also be completely unnecessary, and a lot of work. A win-win! How could I 
resist? 
As figure 1 shows, my back yard extends only around about 1/4 of my home. Much of 
the yard is also covered with brick.  Fortunately, I had conduit put in before the brick 
was laid, so running wire under the brick was possible. 
 
 
The trench for the ground rods can be seen in image 3, along with the length of French 
drain I had to replace after I dug a hole in the original. The antenna entry panel is un-
der the stairs, across from the drain. 
 
Figure 1 also shows the layout of my ground rods. The rods are 8 foot long 5/8" copper 
clad steel rods from Erico, except for one 1/2" rod from a previous (and incorrect) in-
stallation. I bonded them together with solid #4 copper using Erico One-Shots [watch 
my first One-Shot at http://youtu.be/j3MwokpxSco]. 
 

http://youtu.be/j3MwokpxSco
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As near as I could, they are all buried 18 inches deep [MIL-STD-188-124B, 1992], except where the system runs 
through the conduit under the brick. Most of the rods have additional lengths of #4 to ground things like RX loops, my 
antenna entry panel, etc.. The entire system is connected to the ground bus at my service entry panel. 
Do not skip this step! It is required by the National Electrical Code, and every reference I have found for grounding, 
including the ARRL Handbook, includes it. Anything else is unsafe, even if you only add 1 extra rod. Also, call Before-
YouDig (dial 811) before you trench! They will mark where the danger spots are, especially around your service panel. 
Its easy and free. 
 
The rainy season is the perfect time for digging in Santa Cruz, by the way. The water loosens the "soil" (clay, really), so 
it is at least possible. Its still ridiculously hard, though, and after a trip to the emergency room to have a ¼” splinter 
from the handle of a borrowed pickaxe removed from my hand, I called a gardener. 
His crew took away about 6 inches of soil from the entire dirt portion of my yard in a couple of hours. This made finish-
ing the trench easy, and after I installed the earth ground system, they filled it all back in with composted soil for my 
trees. 
 
Yeah. I did it for the trees. That's my story and I'm sticking with it! 
Ironically, all the digging has me interested in gardening for the first time in my life, and made the idea of adding a 
ground screen as recommended by Jim K9YC for 160m not so daunting. 
 
73, Byron N6NUL 
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THE MARATHONER’S CONTEST 
 

Ron Angle, K6KYJ 
 
 

This article is about, and for, the Little Pistol guys (and gals), those amateur radio stations running a hundred watts 
into (maybe) a modest Yagi and a bunch of wire antennas. Search and Pounce is the only mantra they know. Running 
stations is an experience known only to the Other Guys, the Big Guns. 

 

It is about a contest where YOU become the DX station for the rest of the world. It is a contest where you will hear 
many of those rare DX countries that only come on once in a while, and those countries need to work you to earn any 
points. While they are earning points, you are boosting your DXCC totals! 

 

It is the 2013 ARRL International DX contest. The CW competition is February 16-17 and the SSB portion is March 2-3. 

Radio Sport—contesting—is a lot like competitive running. There are a lot of options: sprints, middle distance races, 
and all that long distance stuff. 

 

In high school, I started out running the quarter mile. I never had the stuff for sprints. Gradually, I went to longer and 
longer distance races. Just before graduation, I actually completed a half marathon (fourteen miles) just a month after 
my eighteenth birthday. 

 

In amateur radio contesting, my perspective is about the same. CW sprints are just not in my league. My code speed is 
still good at age 70 but my brain just does not process the sprint sequences very well. I am not very good at math, ei-
ther. (Yes, there are people in amateur radio who are not engineers.) 

 

I have always enjoyed Sweepstakes. It is like a quarter mile race where you come off the starting line at a brisk pace 
and then you just keep running until you collapse or finish the race. It is one speed all the way with the butt in the 
chair until the end. 

 

I am a distance runner, however, and there is no contest more enjoyable for me than the ARRL DX contest. It is forty 
eight hours of radio spread across all the major bands. It is a race where only those that can pace themselves will sur-
vive and win. Strategy, knowledge of propagation, good ears, and a cast-iron butt are all essential. 

 

Ask any winner of this contest in the low power unassisted class and you will hear stories of simply falling asleep and 
awakening when your head hits the keyboard. There are no time limits: you have forty eight hours…use them well! 

 

The secret of this contest is simple: you are the DX.  Everyone outside W/VE land must work you to score points.  You 
won’t hear JA’s working Europe, ignoring everyone else. When the time is ripe, you will hear more JA’s calling you than 
you might imagine. 

 

Actually, the ARRL DX contest, whether CW or SSB, is geographically two very different contests. For those on the East 
Coast, it is an ongoing hog feed of working EU’s on nearly every band. But, when Europe is gone, those same Eastern-
ers often struggle with JA and the rest of Asia. 
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Here on the West Coast, the Little Pistol can only hope for very favorable propagation in order to briefly wallow in EU-
land during selective band openings. Being near the peak of a sunspot cycle certainly helps. Again, this is from the Lil’ 
Pistol perspective, where Steppir refers to a quick sprint to the bathroom in the middle of a pileup. 

 

Late in the afternoon when propagation moves to the west on the higher frequencies, a hundred watts and a dipole 
can bring up twenty JA’s answering your “CQ contest” bleat. This is when you may actually start a brief run all of your 
own. And, when you answer that HL station calling “CQ USA”, the chances are good that he will come back to you on 
the first call while the East Coast will just be background noise. 

 

There is only one essential supporting tool: a global map of the gray line.  Knowing when to change bands to make the 
most of gray line openings is the key to maintaining momentum. 

 

In a forty eight hour contest, sooner or later one has to sleep for at least a while. As a search and pounce contester, I 
watch my per hour rate meter.  When the rate reaches comatose level, I crash for a while.  

 

The secret is to know when to wake up. The same station can be worked on every band—160 to 10 meters—so multi-
pliers are easy to pile up.  With even modest wire antennas, the low bands can be very productive late at night. Don’t 
even think about sleeping between four a.m. and sunrise. 

 

The ARRL DX contest, especially the CW competition, is a very level playing field for Lil’ Pistols unlike contests such as 
the CQ WW. I earned my first CW section certificate in 1989. I had just purchased a very used SB-101 for $125. There 
was no break-in keying; I rigged a push-button switch into the PTT wiring for semi-fast T/R. It didn’t matter that much, 
though. I was using a straight key and logging on paper! What helped was that I was at the peak of a very good sun-
spot cycle with Europe coming in all over 10 meters. I only slept for about six of the forty eight hours of the contest. 

 

In 1996, I had upgraded to a $350 Kenwood TS-820S with the external VFO, a keyer and paddle, and TRLog for digital 
logging. Another section first was the happy result. My third win for Sacramento Valley came in 2005, with the same 
setup and the same six-band wire antenna farm. Shortly after that, a monster storm dropped a large walnut tree on 
my rooftop and brought down the entire antenna system. 

 

I strongly recommend that all of my fellow Little Pistols out there update your international callsign database, catch up 
on sleep, and then head to the starting line for a marathon of DX contesting. You will enjoy the experience. 

[The author was first licensed as KN6KYJ in 1955. You can read his account of some humorous CQP adventures at 
http://www.withmy2hands.org/k6kyj/cqp/otherside/] 

http://www.withmy2hands.org/k6kyj/cqp/otherside/
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CW Tuning Aid 

 
Is your hearing shot like mine? Do you have trouble quickly zero beating a CW signal?  
 
I love the CWT feature on my Elecraft K3. This visual aid helps me center a CW signal in the receive passband. But, 
maybe you don't have a K3 or maybe, like me, the computer screen is your main focus. Wouldn't it be nice to have a 
CW tuning aid on your computer monitor? 2Tone to the rescue. 
 
2Tone is an RTTY decoder developed by G3YYD. Right now, 2Tones works only with N1MM Logger and the Italian-
language program QARTest by IK3QARhttp://www.ik3qar.it/software/qartest_ita/ . It will work with the next release 
of Logger32 http://www.logger32.net/ . 2Tone will not work as a standalone program.  
  
You can get 2Tone at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/N1MMLogger-Digital/files/G3YYD?prop=eupdate . Installation 
instructions are included in the zip file.  
 
After install, bring up N1MM Logger and then 2Tone. For CW-tuning-aid use, move the Digital Interface print window 
out of the way. I stick it in the lower-right corner of my monitor with only a small bit showing.  
 
Position the 2Tone DI RX window where you can see it easily. Click on Setup. Adjust both Mark and Space Frequencies 
to your transceiver sidetone frequency. Adjust Display Width to your receive bandwidth. Click OK. Note, the lowest 
space frequency that 2Tone will accept is 651 Hertz, so your sidetone must be 651 Hertz or higher.  
 
 
CW Exuberantly, 
 
Hank, W6SX 
 

 

 

 

 
Please consider writing an article for JUG ! 

 March 2013 Newsletter Deadline—February 28th 
This is your newsletter so lets make it something we are proud of.  I hope you will consider writing an article 
for the JUG! Whether its about your station, recent contest experience or a technical article we would appreci-
ate hearing from you.  

Send your articles to  Ian W6TCP w6tcp@comcast.net and Stu K6TU stu@ridgelift.com 

http://www.ik3qar.it/software/qartest_ita/
http://www.logger32.net/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/N1MMLogger-Digital/files/G3YYD?prop=eupdate
mailto:w6tcp@comcast.net
mailto:stu@ridgelift.com
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